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TCGA IS A TREMENDOUS GIFT TO THE 
CANCER RESEARCH COMMUNITY …

More than 11, 000 cases representing 33 cancer types 
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hormonal dependencies of breast, ovarian and 
endometrial cancers and a common ‘squamous 
cell’ signature across head and neck, lung, cer-
vical and bladder cancers.

Which events actionable in one tumor lineage 
are also actionable in another tumor lineage, 
potentially increasing the range of indications 
for specific targeted therapeutics? A systematic 
evaluation of machine-learning approaches is 
needed to highlight methodological principles 
for predicting patient outcomes using inte-
grated information across tissues (H. Liang, 
personal communication).

Limitations of analysis across tumor types
Several data integration challenges place 
unavoidable limitations on cross-tumor 
analysis at the current time. A key challenge 
is the integration of data that have been gener-
ated on different platforms or updates of the 
same platform, as technologies improve. In 
the Pan-Cancer studies, for example, there 
have been transitions to much higher den-
sity DNA methylation arrays, use of differ-
ent exome capture technologies, addition of 
RNA sequencing to microarray-based RNA  

improve the ability to distinguish driver aber-
rations from passengers? A bird’s-eye view of 
genomic and epigenomic events yields a ‘fate 
map’ of the alternative routes to carcinogenesis 
in a decision tree that spans tissue boundaries37.

Can molecular subtypes be delineated to disen-
tangle tissue-specific from tissue-independent 
components of disease? Analyses of the epi-
genome, transcriptome and proteome show a 
strong influence of tissue on the state of altered 
pathways in tumor cells. For instance, analysis 
of the gene expression landscape reinforces the 
dominant tissue dependence of altered path-
ways and complements simultaneous profil-
ing of over a hundred proteins important in 
cancer38. Using all of the tumor types together 
allows for any tumor-specific signals to be 
subtracted from the data sets. Intriguingly, 
subtracting tissue-specific signal from DNA 
microarray gene expression data sets identifies 
signatures of immune stromal influence that 
transcend tumor type boundaries (R. Verhaak, 
personal communication). Further, events that 
are common across lineages become apparent 
in a cross-tumor analysis38. Examples are the 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

      
 

 
 
 

 
 

What tissue associations underlie the major 
genomic structural changes in cancer? Improved 
methods for the analysis of structural variation 
of large chromosome segments have refined 
the ability to identify genomic and epigenetic 
regulators in multiple peak regions seen only 
by collating data across different cancer types. 
Tissue-associated patterns have now been 
established for the rate and timing of whole-
genome duplication events35.

What pathways emerge as critical and poten-
tially actionable when all mutational events 
across many tissues are considered together? 
New classes of mutations, such as those in 
chromatin-remodeling genes, are emerging 
as cancer drivers identified only by (i) collect-
ing less frequent events across tumor types, 
(ii) integrating event types such as mutations, 
copy number changes and epigenetic silencing, 
(iii) combining multiple algorithms to identify 
predicted drivers34 and (iv) aggregating genes 
using gene networks and pathways36.

Can an increase in the number of samples 
enhance analysis of the co-occurrence and 
mutual exclusivity of gene aberrations and 
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Figure 1  Integrated data set for comparing and contrasting multiple tumor types. The TCGA Pan-
Cancer project assembled data from thousands of patients with primary tumors occurring in different 
sites of the body, covering 12 tumor types (top left) including glioblastoma multiformae (GBM), 
lymphoblastic acute myeloid leukemia (LAML), head and neck squamous carcinoma (HNSC), lung 
adenocarcinoma (LUAD), lung squamous carcinoma (LUSC), breast carcinoma (BRCA), kidney renal 
clear-cell carcinoma (KIRC), ovarian carcinoma (OV), bladder carcinoma (BLCA), colon adenocarcinoma 
(COAD), uterine cervical and endometrial carcinoma (UCEC) and rectal adenocarcinoma (READ). 
Six types of omics characterization were performed creating a ‘data stack’ (right) in which data 
elements across the platforms are linked by the fact that the same samples were used for each, thus 
maximizing the potential of integrative analysis. Use of the data enables the identification of general 
trends, including common pathways (bottom left), revealing master regulatory hubs activated (red) or 
deactivated (blue) across different tissue types.

• Multiple Samples per Case

• Multiple Analyses per Sample

• Rich metadata: barcodes, UUIDs, XMLs...

UNDERSTANDING TCGA DATASET

Nature Genetics 45, 1113-1120 (2013)



As the amount and diversity of data increases, it 
becomes more difficult to learn from them.



The CGC aims to provide a collaborative environment 
where researchers can take advantage of co-localized 

public data (like TCGA) and public tools; but also 
recombine these with their private data and tools.  



sevenbridges is an R/Bioconductor package 
offering easier programmatic access to CGC.



The sevenbridges package offers:

• Complete R API client for CGC/Seven Bridges API

• Common Workflow Language Tool Interface 

• Task monitoring / Batch tasks support

• and many helper functions/utilities in R.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT



       library("sevenbridges") 

       # Create Auth object 
       a = Auth(platform = "cgc", token = “your_token") 

       # List project and details 
       a$project(owner  = "user") 
       a$project(detail = TRUE) 

       # Get billing group ID 
       bid = a$billing()$id 

       # Create new project 
       a$project_new("brca_test", bid, 
                     description = "BRCA Test") 

       # Add member to project 
       m = a$project(id = "demo/brca_test")$ 
             member_add(username = "new_user")

PROJECT MANAGEMENT VIA API



FIND DATA ON CGC



MORE THAN ONE PETABYTE OF 
TCGA DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Open Data Controlled Data

Information NOT unique 
to an individual. 

Information that IS unique 
to an individual. 

• de-identified clinical data
• gene expression data
• copy number alterations
• epigenetic data

• primary sequencing data
• raw & processed SNP6 array data
• raw exon array data
• mutation calls for an individual



CGC DATA BROWSER

• Query metadata

• Add files to project



library("SPARQL") 
endpoint = "https://opensparql.sbgenomics.com/blazegraph/namespace/tcga_metadata_kb/sparql" 
query = " 
prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> 
prefix tcga: <https://www.sbgenomics.com/ontologies/2014/11/tcga#> 

select distinct ?case ?sample ?file_name ?path ?xs_label ?subtype_label 
where 
{ 
 ?case a tcga:Case . 
 ?case tcga:hasDiseaseType ?disease_type . 
 ?disease_type rdfs:label 'Lung Adenocarcinoma' . 

 ... 

} 
" 
qd = SPARQL(endpoint, query) 
df = qd$results 
head(df) 

SPARQL QUERY



term = list( 
    "entity" = "cases", 
    "hasSample" = list( 
        "hasSampleType" = "Primary Tumor", 
        "hasPortion" = list( 
            "hasPortionNumber" = 11 
            ) 
        ), 
    "hasNewTumorEvent" = list( 
        "hasNewTumorAnatomicSite" = c("Liver", "Pancreas"), 
        "hasNewTumorEventType" = list( 
            "filter" = list( 
                "contains" = "Recurrence" 
            ) 
        ) 
    ) 
) 

a$api(path = "query", body = term, method = "POST")

DATASETS API



ADD & ANNOTATE DATA



UPLOAD YOUR DATA

• CGC Uploader (GUI)

• Command Line Uploader

• FTP / HTTP / S3 Volume

• API



myfile = "file_path.fastq" 
p = a$project(id = "demo/tcga-demo") 

# Load `.meta` for the file by default 
p$upload(myfile, overwrite = TRUE) 

# Pass metadata manually 
p$upload(myfile, overwrite = TRUE, 
         metadata = list(library_id = "test_id", 
                         platform   = "Illumina x11")) 

# Rename file 
p$upload(myfile, overwrite = TRUE, 
         metadata = list(library_id = "new_id") 
         name = "sample_new_name.fastq") 

UPLOAD A FILE VIA API



# Upload a folder 

dirpath = "path_to_dir" 
list.files(dirpath) 
p$upload(dirpath, overwrite = TRUE) 

# Upload a list of files 

dirpath = "path_to_dir" 
myfiles = list.files(dirpath, recursive = TRUE, full.names = TRUE) 
p$upload(myfiles, overwrite = TRUE)

UPLOAD FILES / FOLDERS



# Locate a sample BAM file in project 
p  = a$project(id = "demo/tcga-demo") 
fl = p$file("sample.bam", exact = TRUE) 

# Show tags for single file 
fl$tag() 

# Add new tags 
fl$add_tag("new year new tag") 

# Set tags to overwrite existing 
x = list("this", "is", 2017) 
fl$set_tag(x) 

# Set metadata 
fl$meta() 
fl$set_meta()

ANNOTATE FILES VIA API



# attach all metadata except "bad_field" and "sample_id" 

p$upload(manifest_file = "~/manifest.csv", 
         overwrite     = TRUE, 
         subset        = score < 0.5, 
         select        = -c(bad_field, sample_id))

UPLOAD MANIFEST FILE 
(DEFINES METADATA OF FILES)



ANALYZE THE DATA



Run an analysis immediately, with ~230 tools 
and workflows on the CGC today.



RUNNING ANALYSIS TASKS



# List public apps 
a$app(visibility = "public") 

# Copy an app to project 
aid = a$public_app()[[1]]$id 
a$copy_app(aid, project = pid, name = "new_app_name") 

# Add & run new tasks 
tsk = p$task_add(name        = "new_task", 
                 description = "new task", 
                 app         = "demo/tcga-demo/rna-seq-alignment-star/0", 
                 inputs      = list(...)) 
tsk$run() 
tsk$abort()

COPY APPS & RUN TASKS



RUN TASKS IN BATCH MODE

# Batch by items 
tsk = p$task_add(name        = "RNA DE Report Batch 1", 
                 description = "RNA DE Analysis Report", 
                 app         = rna_app$id, 
                 batch       = batch(input = "bamfiles"), 
                 inputs      = list(...)) 

# Batch by metadata 
tsk = p$task_add(name        = "RNA DE Report Batch 2", 
                 description = "RNA DE Analysis Report", 
                 app         = rna_app$id, 
                 batch       = batch(input = "fastq", 
                                     c("metadata.sample_id", 
                                       "metadata.library_id")), 
                 inputs = list(...))



CONTAINERS + CWL MAKES IT EASY TO PUT NEW 
TOOLS ON THE CGC… AND OTHER PLACES. 

+



Specification for describing scalable, portable and 
reproducible computational workflows.



FOR DEVELOPERS, THIS MEANS…

• Easier and faster to deploy your tools.

• Write once, runs everywhere, regardless of 
operating system/infrastructure.



CWL TOOL: INPUTS, OUTPUTS, 
AND PARAMETERS



WRITE CWL WITH WEB IDE



BUILD CWL TOOLS WITH R

# Create CWL Tool 
runif = Tool(id          = "runif", 
             label       = "runif", 
             hints       = requirements(docker(pull = "rocker/r-base")), 
             baseCommand = "Rscript runif.R", 
             stdout      = "output.txt", 
             outputs     = output(id = "random", glob = "*.txt")) 

# Convert to JSON or YAML 
runif$toJSON() 
runif$toYAML()



GETTING STARTED

• Try sevenbridges package from Bioconductor

• docker pull sevenbridges/sevenbridges-r 

• Pull requests: github.com/sbg/sevenbridges-r

https://github.com/sbg/sevenbridges-r


DOCUMENTATION

https://sbg.github.io/sevenbridges-r/

https://sbg.github.io/sevenbridges-r/


NEED MORE RESOURCES?

• Apply to NIHCommons Credits Pilot for new opportunities 
in cloud computing & storage before Jan 16:

• https://datascience.nih.gov/commons

• https://www.commons-credit-portal.org/

https://datascience.nih.gov/commons
https://www.commons-credit-portal.org/


MORE ON CANCER GENOMICS CLOUD 
AND SEVEN BRIDGES PLATFORMS

• www.cancergenomicscloud.org

• www.sevenbridges.com/tcga

• www.sevenbridges.com

https://www.cancergenomicscloud.org
http://www.sevenbridges.com/tcga
http://www.sevenbridges.com


Thank you!

This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the National Cancer 
Institute, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services, under 

Contract No. HHSN261201400008C. 


